Search within Select Databases

You may have assignments that require you to search within one specific database, and there are two ways to do this. First, you can search in Discover and then limit your results by database and second, you can click the Database Finder link beneath the Discover search box.

Let’s start with Discover.

We’ll type our keywords into the search box and then on the results page, we’ll scroll down until we see the **Content Provider** option at the bottom of the menu on the left.
From there, we’ll click “Show More” to see all of the databases that have articles about our topic, and then we can choose the specific database we want to search.

Back on the library’s home page, we can click the *Database Finder* link.

On this page, we’ll have two options. First, if we know the discipline but not the name of a specific database, we can click on the subject and then browse the databases that have related content. And
second, if we know the name of the database that we need to search, we can choose the first letter from the alphabet at the top of the page, and then scroll down until we find the right database.

Note that if you’re off-campus, you’ll be prompted to login before you can access Kimbel Library’s databases.